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1 of 1 review helpful Removing a curse By D J Duran When the beautiful Jolie Doucet is seen by Zach he can t seem 
to take his eyes off of her But when she ask him if he would join her and be a werewolf hunter Zach remembers all the 
troubles he has had in the past and is not sure he wants to become involved When Jolie and then his brother disappears 
he finds he has no choice in the matter For Zach is not a mtter of hun Zach always thought he d play ball for the Texas 
Rangers someday or maybe become a writer But when the beautiful and mysterious Jolie Doucet pops up out of 
nowhere and asks him to become a werewolf hunter he s suddenly faced with a choice he never imagined For Zach 
remembers all too well what happened the last time he tangled with wolves and he s not sure he wants to get involved 
with something like that again But when Jolie and then Cameron are betrayed into 
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